
CCEA End of Year Survey: 2019 

What was the most challenging part of this school year? 

 

❖ 2nd grade should not be segregating students based on test scores, Core vs. Cambridge. All teachers should be 
trained Cambridge or get rid of it. Damaging students and their self-esteem. How sad! 

❖ A behavioral issue. 

❖ a classroom full of Tier 3 students that were identified for Learning Disabilities. My class was the lowest class in 
first grade. Some on Pre K level and the rest Kindergarten level. No average or high students. 

❖ A student that came from another state in January and was a HUGE behavior problem. 

❖ A union rep that is more focused on personal agendas rather than the betterment of the school culture as a 
whole. 

❖ a very difficult student that I had no help handling 

❖ Accommodating FSA testing by moving to another building 5 days in May. The testing schedule was 
overwhelming this year. 

❖ Added responsibilities 

❖ Additional Learning goal requirement on already required lesson plans 

❖ Adjusting to two new AP’s 

❖ Admin at our school not listening to any input. Decisions made with no teacher input. Team leaders used as 
mouthpieces for relaying info from admin 

❖ Admin sabotaging discipline efforts. Rules were set, teachers tried to enforce them, administration was “nice” and 
let the kids off the hook for breaking rules. Kids were allowed to yell and curse at teachers. 

❖ Admin saying no to things that should have been yes. 

❖ Administration 

❖ administration 

❖ Administration 

❖ administration 

❖ Administration 

❖ Administration favoritism and scheming. 

❖ Administration handling discipline effectively so that problems do not continue. 

❖ Administration micromanaging. Hostile treatment towards certain teachers. Professional Development meetings 
on the last day of school, when teachers are trying to pack up and/or move. 

❖ Administration not answering emails and low observation scores across the board. 

❖ Administration not doing their job in a timely manner and NOT SUPPORTING TEACHERS OR ACCEPTING 
THEIR INPUT. 



❖ Administration....and their dishonesty and micromanaging, as well making accusations without proof or 
evidence.... and---playing favorites amongst staff members---very unprofessional... 

❖ Afternoons 

❖ Agreeing to take on a 7th period, and 3rd prep. The additional compensation is nowhere near enough to make 
that worthwhile. 

❖ All of the issues pertaining to administration and teachers and students not receiving the proper support through 
the difficult time. 

❖ All of the TESTING!!! The amount of instructional time lost due to district/state testing is ridiculous!! 

❖ All of the testing. 

❖ all the extra work required by the district. 

❖ All the meetings 

❖ All the morning meetings 

❖ All the rest 

❖ All the testing 

❖ amount of paperwork 

❖ apathetic kids and our pay. There is a reason for the shortage of teachers. Pay is the big reason. If not for being 
married, I could not live here. 

❖ ART VAM portfolio 

❖ As a teacher, managing data collection of all the FSA testing each marking period was challenging. 

❖ As an ESE inclusion teacher, I was moved around A LOT and this was a challenge! Additionally, the testing 
schedule pulled me out of class over 28 days this year 

❖ As an SLP, workload and meetings feel like the focus instead of the students. 

❖ As the only school counselor, having such a high number of students to service (945). 

❖ Attendance issues 

❖ Bad teacher parking. 

❖ Balancing time and paperwork. 

❖ Behavior 

❖ Behavior and a ridiculous pace of curriculum guide 

❖ Behavior and administration not having the consistency to reduce bad behavior. 

❖ Behavior children and rules not being followed through. 

❖ behavior management 

❖ Behavioral issues from students. 

❖ Behavior issues were not being addressed. Consequences were not followed through for severe behaviors. 



❖ being a core teacher and having 5 ssp to complete while the Cambridge teachers don't have any 

❖ Being able to complete all that was required of us this year. 

❖ being an academic coach you are not a teacher you are not admin you are a teacher when it is convenient for 
them you are a quasi-administrator when it is convenient for them and up until last year we were actually paid less 
than a teacher. So thank you very much CCEA! 

❖ being expected to grade and input 2 assignments per week per 6 classes 

❖ being on leadership and not being paid a leadership stipend. Media specialists should be on the same contract as 
reading coaches and ESE program specialists 

❖ Being out of classroom testing students for a solid month- FSA 

❖ Being out so long due to a disability. 

❖ Being singled out by reading coach and head principal. 

❖ Being the one teacher for 150+ outside of the school day (teaching a co-curricular class) 

❖ Being written up for insubordination. 

❖ bottom heavy class, large ESE caseload minimal assistance and support 

❖ Cambridge and Core in Primary grades 

❖ Cambridge in Primary grades-not appropriate to "track" students in the primary grades and creating way too much 
stress & pressure on students. Way too much high stakes assessments & testing 

❖ Cambridge vs core 

❖ Cambridge/Core divide. DATA 

❖ cell phones. The students are addicted to them but I was able to use them in instruction sometimes 

❖ Class sizes getting larger. 

❖ Clique administration / front office 

❖ co workers 

❖ coworkers that complain 

❖ Collaborative planning 

❖ Colleagues that are over-stressed, burned-out, and unhappy. 

❖ Coming back after having a bike accident and stayed home for 9 weeks. Not very related to work other than not 
being able to do it. 

❖ coming in the middle of the year. 

❖ Coming to a consensus amongst the staff 

❖ Communication 

❖ Communication 

❖ communication from administration 



❖ Communication from other people in the building 

❖ communication of school 

❖ Communication with admin. Lack of personnel. 

❖ Completing forms and meeting deadlines 

❖ Consequences for students that were discipline problems. 

❖ Consistency in discipline 

❖ Constant deadlines, grading, entering into FOCUS, preparing for the next subject matter 

❖ Constant testing and monthly drills. It really cuts into instruction 

❖ Continual meetings and not much time for planning. 

❖ Counselors are given more and more duties each year. This year was my busiest ever. We work 7 periods each 
day, yet we are paid as teachers... for working 6 periods. 

❖ Covering all of the required content and required testing 

❖ Covering classes because of lack of guest teachers. 

❖ custodial issues were a huge challenge. However, in the last month of school, it finally got a little better. 

❖ Data 

❖ Data 

❖ data chats 

❖ Data!!! Too much testing!!! 

❖ Dealing in a hostile work environment with administrators that lie to your face and insult your intelligence. She 
wants to be a puppet master and make us her beck and call people!!! She makes teachers move their classrooms 
every year unless you are one of her favorites! That is ridiculous!!!!!! She is one of the worst leaders I have ever 
worked for! She has not leadership skills, she has no clue how to have a conversation with people, and she has 
no interaction with the students. The students do not even know whom she is!!!!! 

❖ Dealing with a bully for an administrator. 

❖ Dealing with a Nazi Principal. 

❖ Dealing with a team leader who was disinterested, did nothing for the team and distracted the entire year because 
of her PERSONAL problems. Then bringing that to the attention of admin and getting nothing back because that 
team leader is a favorite of the principals. 

❖ Dealing with behavioral problems always takes its toll on teachers. 

❖ Dealing with certain members of Administration. 

❖ dealing with disrespectful/unmotivated students 

❖ Dealing with inept administration 

❖ Dealing with staff being on FMLA, it caused me to have extra work to complete and work longer hours. 

❖ Dealing with students absences and leaving early because of a bus schedule. 



❖ dealing with student's addiction to cell phones 

❖ Dealing with Teammates who refuse to help with anything that will not benefit them directly, but expect everyone 
to do things for them. 

❖ Dealing with the horrible administrators at the school. 

❖ Dealing with the micromanagement from district level employees who have taken local control away from our 
administration. Our administration is no longer able to make any decisions due to the gross oversight by their 
bosses, which in turn has created a huge disconnect between faculty and our admin. Our admin's sole concern is 
complying to district level demands, not managing our school and staff. 

❖ deaths, students, parents, staff 

❖ Did not have any major challenges that weren't able to quickly solve through collaboration with team mates. 

❖ difficult principal 

❖ Discipline 

❖ discipline 

❖ Discipline 

❖ Discipline and lack of availability to the classroom teacher of translators 

❖ DISCIPLINE and lawn mower parents 

❖ discipline as it relates to Cell phone. Cheating, plagiarism, pornography, bullying, apathy, and cell phone addiction 
are rampant because a phone is labeled as an appropriate device. BYOD would be more effective if and only if 
each class was allotted a class set of tablets, laptops, etc with strict access via the BYOD network. Personal 
VPN's have made it impossible for teachers to effectively monitor BYOD usage. 

❖ Discipline is awful. 

❖ Discipline is not as strict as I would like. 

❖ Discipline is not consistent and does not fit the severity of the issue. 

❖ discipline issues 

❖ Discipline issues and consistency with the staff. 

❖ Discipline- lack of. Students were disrespectful, argumentative, a disruption to the learning process. Lunch 
detentions and time outs did not work. Behaviors got worse. 

❖ Discipline of students and a toxic, adversarial and cliquey atmosphere perpetuated by the Principal and Assistant 
Principal. It feels like the vibe is become very similar to the previous Principal, Vickaryous. 

❖ Discipline problems and finding enough time to grade papers without taking them home at night. 

❖ discipline programs exponential growth- no room in buildings 

❖ Discipline...The students at our school are out of control. Everyone knows what teachers do not follow school 
rules, (lets them use their phones, eat candy and drink things other than water) but nothing is done. It makes it 
very hard on the rest of us. Also, hold the 1 or 2 teachers out of the 60 plus teachers here who do not do their 
jobs accountable. Every school has a couple of teachers like this. ALl that happens is that the administration puts 
up with it and kids suffer the consequences, (usually the low kids, never the Cambridge kids) or they get pushed 
to another school. At what point do we say enough is enough? 

❖ Discipline/ along with ibi 



❖ Divergent teaching philosophies between teachers and administrators. 

❖ evaluations 

❖ evaluations/observations-due to subjectivity and pseudo-situations. 

❖ Excessive testing. 

❖ Executing multiple curriculum for the first time, with the addition of Entrepreneurship to Civics 

❖ Far too many students are entering the grade level that are one year up to 4 years BELOW grade level 
academically. It is nearly impossible to teach grade level standards when they are so far behind in foundational 
skills. These kids are either ESE or the Level 1 and 2 FSA students. The district needs to provide WAY more 
support (2 teachers per classroom) for the CORE classes or remedial classes in elementary school set up like 
middle school to fill the gaps for these students. While Cambridge is meeting the needs of those students, the 
CORE students are being left behind. 

❖ Feeling that my professional opinion doesn't matter in regards to what or how I teach my students. Having a new 
program forced down my throat despite obvious flaws in the program. 

❖ Feeling unappreciated and so much testing. 

❖ finding a sub. 

❖ Finding time to do more extension activities without taking away from time students need to master tested 
foundation skills. Also spending time teaching/re-teaching skills students were expected to have learned in prior 
grade(s). 

❖ First week of inservices where information being presented has already been shared in previous years 

❖ First year Cambridge teacher 

❖ fitting everything in with the amount of assessing and data collection that was necessary - that time has to come 
from somewhere - so guided reading suffered sometimes and other times it was science or math that lost out :( 
between guided reading, writers workshop and math centers - all small group meetings (WITH TEACHER) to 
allow differentiation - it is difficult to assess how students do INDEPENDENTLY 

❖ Fitting everything into my day that is necessary for teaching and learning. Finding a time for MTSS 

❖ FSA testing schedule. It was not made or released to teachers and students in a timely manner. These schedules 
should be made in January not the week the state test is being given. 

❖ fulfilling all of my other responsibilities, which were impossible to do while working within my contract. 

❖ Getting accustomed to all the testing. 

❖ Getting books for students'. 

❖ Getting kids into the Specula Education program. PMPs are confusing, hard to navigate and time consuming. 

❖ getting left out of things that the other grade levels are privy to-like graduation and various ceremonies throughout 
the school. 

❖ Getting lesson plans completed, team planning 

❖ Getting support for disruptive students. A "talk" is ridiculous for some students. Where is the responsibility? 

❖ Getting support for kids 

❖ getting through the referral process for struggling students 



❖ Getting used to the new VP's 

❖ given 4 preps with no books till December 

❖ Having a homogeneous non-Cambridge class. 

❖ Having a low class with 5 ELL students that barely could spell their name 

❖ Having a team who has a "clique" that if you are not part of their clique they ignore you, do not plan or share 
lessons with you, and only celebrate the birthdays in their clique. (kinder team) Admin doesn't care because they 
pretend to share at the meeting and pretend they will send out things to the team when admin is watching. 

❖ having all the testing requirements squeezed into the month of May 

❖ Having an "AICE" class that was just a bunch of kids who passed the FSA crammed in together without any 
regard to skill level, behavior, or the like. So many did not want to take the class, the class was not beneficial to 
anyone due to their disruptions, and it was not able to be taught anywhere near an honors level let alone 
advanced level. But if it helps the school grade... 

❖ Having extensive meetings, two coaches on our team (who, I might add, consistently had the lowest scores on all 
testing and only 15 kids in the class), and having 24 kids in my Cambridge class when at least 8 kids should not 
have been in the class to begin with. 

❖ Having multiple students pulled out of my classroom for gifted testing the week before the last week of school. I 
had no prior knowledge this was going to be happening or I would of modified my lesson plans. The office would 
call the classroom and request that the student be sent immediately to the office for testing. There was end of the 
year reviewing going on for end of the year testing in math and science. Also students were working on final 
Ozobot projects. They were preparing for a classroom competition and school competition. This was very unfair to 
these students who missed such valuable instruction and planning time. Therefore I had to attend all my EP 
Meetings the last 2 weeks of school. Gifted referrals were completed well in advance that these students could of 
been tested earlier. 

❖ Having so many new teachers to support. 

❖ Having special needs classes added to gen ed. The noise level was awful. Also, having split classes in almost 
every grade level makes for very large Related Arts classes. 

❖ Having students so below grade level and being expected to get high scores 

❖ Having the ESE cluster that ended with all students but 3 in tier 2 and 3 intervention, along with multiple IEP’s and 
504. I love having this group of kiddos, it does become stressful at times because I want to ensure I am doing the 
best I can at meeting their needs. 

❖ Having time to do school counseling along with other non-counseling duties such as health screening, volunteer 
coordinator, PBIS coach. 

❖ Having to buy all that tech myself. 

❖ Having too many observations where we’re not evaluated- district people (groups of 6-8), Instructional Rounds, 
etc. it puts more pressure on teachers and we already have enough stress being good at what we do. 

❖ Having too much on my plate. 

❖ Hip operation 

❖ hostile work environment 

❖ I can't really say there was a challenging part. 

❖ I don't agree with the "pre" thing for the Performing Arts VAM Portfolio. I will not give my students music for them 
to fail, just to show that they can't do it. That is demoralizing and disheartening. I try to show the progression of 



skills from kinder to 5th. I feel that this is a better demonstration of the impact of my teaching. I wish that would be 
recognized as a best practice. 

❖ I find the Cambridge classes are creating a negative stigma throughout the school community. Students are 
placed in the program with criteria that is always changing. If we continue with the program, students should apply 
not just be placed based on scores...just because a child scores well doesn’t mean they have the qualities 
necessary for a rigorous learning program. The part that is most concerning is we have created a “modern-day 
version” of segregation. I would like to know what the socioeconomic stats are for Cambridge versus 
reg/advanced. We worked for years to differentiate the learning to include students, but we no longer follow this 
philosophy. Classes are no longer balanced, academically and socially, creating unnecessary challenges with 
managing behavior and social stigmas. Last, i find it absurd that teacher input into a program is completely 
missing...I understand we don’t want to become subjective when placing children, but this is where a clear, 
concise rubric/criteria would alleviate biased placement. 

❖ I found out I was being switched to another room and another subject area right before school started. 

❖ I had 15 IND/ASD/OHI students in one classroom. The diversity of the needs of each individual ESE student is 
immense. I am a veteran ESE teacher in CCPS. I was extremely overwhelmed this year, trying to meet the needs 
of each one of my students. There is never a definitive answer on ratio for a MC classroom. We were provided 
with little to no district behavior support. Thankful to have a team that supports one another, because without that, 
I can’t even imagine. 

❖ I had a good year - no major challenges above the norm 

❖ I had very high percentages of ESE students in my classes this year. My co-teacher was pulled out of the room 
often. 

❖ I think it was fatiguing for our students to take so much state testing in May. Although delayed testing allows time 
for curriculum to be covered, it is also exhausting to have state testing along with county testing all reserved for 
the EOY. 

❖ I was in a new position 

❖ IMS had an INSANE testing schedule due to the high number of students. We are projected to have 1800 kids 
next year! It's time for a second middle school! 

❖ Inaccessible technology 

❖ Inconsistent discipline and lack of motivation by students. It was a huge problem at our school! 

❖ Ineffective planning. 

❖ Integration of more Cambridge classes. 

❖ Interacting the Dr. Jordan and the conflict with FAC concerns. 

❖ Introducing R180. 

❖ Investing so much time into the classroom and losing time at home 

❖ Issues with our discipline department 

❖ It is challenging to work in a new Title 1 school with no visible additional resources to support our primary 
students. We have no assistants and minimal-if any-ELL support/tutors to work with struggling learners. 

❖ Keeping students motivated after spring break 

❖ Keeping students motivated to achieve credits. 

❖ Keeping the active students in my class engaged. 



❖ keeping up with all the learning goals to teach. 

❖ keeping up with data as a classroom teacher 

❖ Keeping up with the daily minutiae that goes along with Marzano, and being micromanaged. Knowing that 
teacher's input is requested, but management had already made the decision. Teachers' input is just a formality. 

❖ Keeping up with the required data regarding various programs and student achievement. 

❖ Kids who did not show much interest in learning. 

❖ knowing I go to leadership meetings where I don't get leadership pay. Someone else there gets it for me being on 
their team 

❖ Lack of communication 

❖ Lack of communication 

❖ Lack of communication at times between department head and staff. Not responding to emails. 

❖ Lack of communication from the District, teacher pay, additional requirements on teachers, laws by legislatures 
who do not teach, teachers who are hired but are not qualified. 

❖ Lack of discipline and support for teachers, especially those having several students with disruptive and 
aggressive behavior, poor and non-existent communication, favoritism. 

❖ lack of help when needed. 

❖ Lack of support and communication from principal. 

❖ Lack of support for student behaviors, too many meetings and not enough time to do grades, lesson plans, etc. 

❖ Lack of support from admin, it appears our admin is more focused on self promotion than on making sure our 
school runs effectively, efficiently and all students have a safe productive learning environment. 

❖ Lack of support from administrators 

❖ lack of teamwork and maturity between the adults in the building 

❖ lack of technology 

❖ large class sizes 

❖ Last 8 weeks 

❖ Last minute changes in schedules. 

❖ Last minute communication from admin 

❖ Leadership not addressing ongoing issues with other members of leadership. Testing was out of control. Not 
enough time was given to prepare students for final exams because of the lateness of FSA testing. 

❖ Learning a new position 

❖ Learning how to teach a new grade level. 

❖ Learning how to use the FTEM model 

❖ Lesson planning 

❖ Lesson planning and paper marking 



❖ Losing my laptop carts during testing times. 

❖ Low salary 

❖ low staff morale and fear for your job 

❖ maintaining lesson plans for my blue folder and meeting the "grade" requirements of two earned grades per week 

❖ Maintaining positivity in an atmosphere in which teacher input is ignored or negated. 

❖ making kids feel smart while they struggled with their lessons 

❖ managing cell phones and motivating the unmotivated student. 

❖ Meeting the mental health needs of the students 

❖ meetings 

❖ Meetings and data collection and input (same data in multiple places), meeting until 3:30 on last 2 student/early 
release days (presenter was like a robot. he's obviously done the presentation many times. Lack of 
communication with administration. Emails are rarely answered. 

❖ meetings on every Tuesday and Thursday. More time in the class would be nice. 

❖ Meetings where we compared test scores by class. It is not right to compare Cambridge Gifted classes to ESE or 
ELL classes. I have never cried in front of colleagues before. 

❖ Morale 

❖ Morale of school 

❖ More and more work being piled on us without taking anything off our plates 

❖ More contractual Time for planning. 

❖ More initiatives, more requirements, more demands, but no more time provided, nothing taken off our plates, and 
same unreasonable expectations 

❖ Most everything 

❖ Motivating students who are unmotivated to do well on assignments/state test 

❖ Moving to a new grade and my students were very challenging this year!! 

❖ MTSS process you think you have everything than you are asked for same data presented different Sat 

❖ My mother death and principal and assistant principals did not say sorry for your lost 

❖ My principal showing favoritism and treating staff unfairly and unjust. 

❖ Needing more time to do paper work, 

❖ Negative comments on observations with little one on one conversations. 

❖ Negative, clique-oriented co-workers and securing support from administration. 

❖ new curriculum 

❖ New lead teacher. 

❖ New programs are difficult to implement without the proper PD. 



❖ No admin support for behaviors 

❖ Non Payday Fridays 

❖ Not always having working technology 

❖ Not being able to meet regularly with my students due to all additional testing I had to give 

❖ Not being able to voice concerns about assistant principals on an individual level through an anonymous survey. 
Yes we have surveys for admin but they are clumped together as “admin.” Teachers need to be able to provide 
honest feedback about each administrator individually, through an anonymous survey. 

❖ not being fully staffed 

❖ Not enough bilingual support staff to help with FSA testing and to support student interventions 

❖ Not enough consistent support for tier 3 and tier 2 low reading students. 

❖ Not enough staff or volunteers to have or school work efficiently without having to put more on the teacher's plate 

❖ Not everyone is a team player 

❖ Not getting notified before hand of school events. 

❖ Not having enough time to do everything that is required, having to learn all this new technology and programs for 
no valid reason other than Angel is going away, having to learn new textbooks and new online ways of using the 
new book when textbook adoption was not supposed to happen this year but the county is getting away with it by 
still buying new books and calling it “supplemental material” yet making us have to take trainings on this new book 
and online resources which is a whole lot, on top of canvas training, office 365 programs and getting only $20 an 
hour to learn and trainings are not enough to master this and be able to use it confidently in the classroom. 
Someone needs to be with you in your own classroom and showing us how to use it within our grade and subject 
area. Hands on learning and be compensated for overtime like any other job who would get time and a half pay. 
It’s too much new things to learn all at once. It’s overwhelming on teachers and it’s seems like the district makes 
decisions based on what will be better for a select few who runs the county than what’s really best for teachers 
and students. Teachers importance and what would make it best and easier for us is at the bottom of the list. 
Without happy teachers and things we can believe in makes it difficult for anyone else to gain much from. It starts 
with us so people need to start listening to us teachers who are in the trenches. Also following a curriculum guide 
that is in the order of a textbook is not best for anyone. Especially with math there’s a certain order of how 
concepts should be taught yet this county is mandating we teach in order of this new “supplemental textbook”. 
How is the importance based on page 1 to page 2 etc when the order makes no sense and student scores will 
suffer like they have been the past few years. This creates many students failing, stress on teachers on a system 
we don’t believe in, teachers hands tied on doing what’s best for kids as benchmark tests are tied to this order 
and affects the students grades, parents upset over kids failing, and teachers getting slapped with more work to 
make SSP’s for failing students and creates a horrible cycle that benefits no one, students behavior and 
disrespect for authority, continued behavior after minor consequences given, students like ISS and this needs to 
be harsher and a place kids don’t like me if it’s to be continued, parents complain and beg for 504’s and principals 
and staff bow down and giveback then what they want when it is not warranted. No one has a backbone to stick 
up to these parents and lawyers 

❖ Not having referrals taken care of asap. 

❖ Not treated as a professional 

❖ Nothing that I would categorize as challenging. 

❖ One difficult parent 

❖ One of our teachers committed crimes involving our students. Little support was provided to staff and no support 
was given to students affected, even when the classroom teacher requested help.  

❖ Our new ese push in was difficult to work with 



❖ overload of kids with IEP's and 504's in one class and not having certified staff to co teach 

❖ Packing our classrooms with 25+ students; then account for what's written in #5 question. I hated it. 

❖ paper work 

❖ paperwork and the amount of ESE meetings. I am an SLP. 

❖ Parents 

❖ Parents who work for the district who feel that their children are entitled to misbehave or not meet academic 
expectations. 

❖ Phones in the students hands all day every day and Trying to have any cohesive lesson during the month of May 
due to many students in and out of testing. 

❖ phones! 

❖ Planning and consistency 

❖ Post State testing... the students shut down thinking they are done for the year. 

❖ Preparing for my formal evaluation (CTEM). 

❖ Principal 

❖ Principal micromanaging 

❖ Quarter 1. Convincing my kids that they are not failures because they can’t pass the FSA. 

❖ Read 180 

❖ Reduced planning time due to covering. 

❖ Required weekly Collaborative planning meetings. 

❖ Salary and lack of better medical benefits 

❖ Saying goodbye to Ms. Mendicino. 

❖ Scheduling (student contact time, related arts/lunch times, assemblies). 

❖ school calendar 2018-2019 too many students in RA classes 

❖ School leadership is inconsistent in handling evaluations, staff issues and direction. Favoritism is apparent with 
students and staff by administrators. Leading to a culture and climate of neglect and unappreciation. Do as I say 
and not as I do is a common attribute even when trash is blowing by administrators feet they do not pick it up, 
standing in one location and not interactive with students. 

❖ School politics 

❖ Schoolwide discipline problems 

❖ second half of the year student behavior 

❖ See above! Hearing that our - powers that be” refer to teachers as gerbils! My childhood gerbil pet was treated far 
and away better than teachers are!!! Needs to CHANGE!! 

❖ Seeing good teachers leave our school... 



❖ Seeing the students struggle without having higher level students in the room to model. (removed to Cambridge 
class) 

❖ senior preparation with grades 

❖ Serious language deficiencies. They can't learn if they can't speak the language. I plan on moving schools ASAP. 

❖ Since they have decided that Intense Behaviors should be put in with Autism (pre-K) because there is not IBI 3 till 
kindergarten), it made it a very difficult year. Not only to help the children with autism (because you were always 
dealing with behaviors), physically it has become very demanding. And we don't get extra pay for dealing with 
these children. 

❖ Sometimes communication wasn't the best. 

❖ SSP process and how long it takes for students to receive proper services. 

❖ staff changes throughout the year 

❖ Staff turnover 

❖ Staff. Accusations against teachers. 

❖ Staying under the radar and avoiding interactions with our administrators. Having more paperwork and 
"assignments" to fill out/do than time to do so. 

❖ Stress about test scores, like always 

❖ Student behavior 

❖ Student behavior 

❖ Student behavior and disrespect 

❖ Student behavior and fighting among themselves. 

❖ Student behavior awful. Students with 50 referrals still in the school. There are no consequences for bad 
behavior. ID badge fiasco. 

❖ Student behavior outside of the classroom 

❖ Student behavior, (emotional, social, behavioral and academic) especially from incoming students that new to our 
country. Extremely emotional and needy. Struggle with general classroom expectations. 

❖ Student behavior. By far the most immature group I've ever had. Consequences seemed to be applied 
inconsistently, which was frustrating, but they have developed a plan to tackle this issue for next year. 

❖ Student behavior. Way too many students acting up and NOT following the rules. More consequences are 
needed! 

❖ student behaviors 

❖ student cell phones 

❖ student cell phones 

❖ Student Discipline 

❖ Student Discipline through the school fell behind. 

❖ student discipline was inconsistent and lax 



❖ student maturity level 

❖ Student Misconduct and Cell Phones in the Classroom Inconsistent enforcement of schoolwide rules by admin 
and staff Insufficient time for staff trainings after school Last minute notification of staff meetings Large class sizes 
Difficult AP of Attendance and Discipline. She was unprofessional and unreceptive to serious issues. Cliquey 
environment among admin and their associates 

❖ Student testing 

❖ Students 

❖ Students 

❖ Student's behavior 

❖ Students' behavior PBIS Lack of consequences 

❖ Students discipline was at its worst this year. Teachers do not discipline and admin doesn't help. 

❖ students having cell phones. Cell phones should be banned in middle school 

❖ students lying to administration and being accused of many things I did not do 

❖ Students not moved to other schools after displaying the need. 

❖ Teacher appreciation week where non Instructions was treated like outsider / dogs 

❖ Teacher retention. We were down multiple teachers a good portion of the school year. 

❖ Teachers following expectations set by the school district and the principal enforcing rules. 

❖ Teaching a class with the lowest scores. 

❖ Teaching multiple preps. 

❖ teaching new grade level 

❖ Teaching on a new grade level 

❖ Testing 

❖ TESTING AND TEACHERS BEING PAID A BONUS BECAUSE OF IT! THE PRESSURE FOR EVERYONE 
INVOLVED... PRESSURE BECAUSE WE NEED THE MONEY!!! 

❖ Testing calendar (to many). 

❖ Testing schedules 

❖ Testing season and teaching. Students were pull out of the classroom sometimes for an entire week 

❖ Testing season...May 1-15th is ridiculous to cram 6 days of testing in... they need to work something out. 

❖ testing time 

❖ TESTING. 

❖ Tests, tests, tests. 

❖ The administration 



❖ The administration harassed me relentlessly the last few months of school. It did not matter that I had 
documentation disproving their claims and turned that in to HR. HR is there, not to work out problems, but to 
make sure that teachers are held "in their place." There is nowhere to turn to when working with abusive 
administrators. 

❖ the adults, lack of a clear curriculum 

❖ The amount of work done after contractual time. 

❖ The APC does not, will not, and will never listen to staff concerns. 

❖ The avalanche of data analysis requirements. 

❖ The beginning 

❖ The beginning of the school year. That's only because this was a new school for me. 

❖ The beginning of the school year. We (EL's) had an incredible amount of paper work (Re-evaluations) and parent 
conferences to do. We couldn't start working with our students until September, and we were given little time to 
prepare our lessons. I know this is part of our duties; it was just nerve wracking and stressful! Definitely not 
looking forward to do it again next school year. 

❖ The challenges that a friend of mine dealt with at Immokalee High School with AP Gallegos. 

❖ The challenging part of our school year was the Cambridge vs Core implementation. It is a form of segregation 
and it is terrible for our students. Classes cannot be equally divided for teachers. Core classes contain so many 
needy students that is difficult for the teacher to meet their needs. It is also hard to do Kagan strategies. It is more 
difficult to split behavior issues among the classrooms, too. Cambridge selection for the classes is not always fair. 
It is the worst thing done for education in Collier County that I have witnessed and I am a teacher with many years 
of experience. 

❖ The death of two staff members, and working with a crazy woman. 

❖ The discipline. It was not the fault of our dean but the guidelines he must follow. Too many chances are given to 
repeat offenders and consequences are not a deterrent. 

❖ the end 

❖ The end of year testing!!! 

❖ The endless disruption of testing (taking the desks out of my room, students missing class on and off for the 
whole month of May, proctoring requirements.) 

❖ The extra hours put in to form a high effective curriculum. 

❖ The feeling of being misrepresented by our union representative. 

❖ The heat and lack of shade at recess duties. 

❖ The horrible pay 

❖ The IBI unit that joined our school. School climate went from great to really really bad 

❖ The inconsistency of everything. Being told "last minute" to change things or do things. Who has INSERVICE on 
May 24th and May 30th when we needed to input math and science scores and do report cards. 

❖ The increase in data collection/paperwork/meetings with no increase in pay/time - all part of the same thing. 

❖ The lack of communication from our administration. 



❖ The lack of proper understanding of the concept of PBS/PBIS at CPM. I don't think any of the administrators or 
counselors understand how to use restorative justice, positive reinforcement and how to transfer the adolescent to 
a growth mindset instead of labeling students and teachers as good or bad. This understanding and 
implementation helps to avoid so much discipline issuers that go to the somewhat unsuccessful matrix. 

❖ The large amount of meetings that served no purpose. 

❖ The last month 

❖ the last month 

❖ The last quarter...too much testing & a handful of kids on class 

❖ The middle and end. 

❖ The month leading up to FSA 

❖ The month of May is gruesome and a colossal waste of instructional time due to excessive testing from state 
testing, to EOC testing, to FSA testing, AICE testing, etc. and even including pulling English teachers out of 
classes to proctor Biology or subjects that they do not teach. Impossible to count on having students in 
attendance with random groups pulled for countless exams - all in April-May. 

❖ The most challenging part of the school year was how the testing coordination occurred. We tested for the entire 
month of May, thus I had students missing days constantly and having to reteach students who were absent for 
an entire month was difficult and less effective. This is an issue considering that I do not have any control over 
how my school decides to test (FSA, State EOC) but by contract, aren't I allotted a specific number of days to 
teach since my pay is directly tied to student performance? 

❖ The most challenging part of the year was having a 4th grade Cambridge class that had a range in reading levels 
from W to M. The range was too wide to promote a true Cambridge pace. 

❖ The most challenging part was all the stress of excessive testing and non-stop meetings during my planning 
period or first thing in the morning when I'm trying to prepare for my day. 

❖ The most challenging part was always feeling like my paycheck was just barely enough. Every other week I had 
like $40 left in my checking account until I got paid again and I do not spend frivolously. My husband has a decent 
paying job and we have one child. We are still living pay check to pay check. 

❖ The most challenging part was preparing students for 3rd grade FSA Reading when they were about a year 
behind in their reading level. In addition, having to work with those students with no SSP implemented. The other 
thing was making sure that we were informed at all times about events or tasks within our own team. 

❖ The most challenging part was working with students who were totally unengaged or disrespectful. 

❖ The MTSS process 

❖ The number of meetings due to having a core class. 

❖ The paper work is more important than the children. 

❖ The paperwork and not having ample time to complete it. A lot more hours spent at home on my time doing 
school work. 

❖ The report cards, this has got to be changed! Plus there are too many standards with each quarter. It still is taking 
too much time to complete. 

❖ The room not getting cleaned correctly. 

❖ The segregation of children due to Cambridge. 



❖ The state's mandatory testing schedule was horrible. 5th grade tested 6 days in a row (reading, math, science). 
Having multiple grades test on the same day was a huge challenge in having enough testing administrators and 
providing accommodations for students per 504 or IEPs. 

❖ The students 

❖ The testing schedule and the amount of testing. We still test elementary students way too much. 

❖ The tone in schools that has set up more and more discipline issues. 

❖ The tragedies that our children experience. 

❖ The trauma caused by the teacher molesting children and the way administration dealt with it.  

❖ The Youth Haven students and lack of support with their behavior. 

❖ There is no fun here anymore, no camaraderie, low morale, disrespectful APs, phone-slaves for students. 

❖ There were many challenges with strong personalities and differences of opinion yet I was able to work through 
all of them with a solution. 

❖ this is a fact, not an opinion: As of this year, I will have had more "bosses" (principals/assistant principals) than 
years I have worked. I have been an educator for 8 years, going on 9; a fortunate straight out of college grad. I 
should be the one with more jobs... 

❖ time 

❖ Time constraints are always difficult. More time that is PAID time would be helpful. 

❖ Time management and prioritizing the to-dos. 

❖ Time Management. There never seems to be enough time to plan and fulfill all the paperwork, email requests, 
and lesson planning. 

❖ Time spent in meetings 

❖ Time to get things done 

❖ TIME to plan, collect and analyze data 

❖ Time! 

❖ Time. 45 minutes in a FSA tested content area is absurd. 

❖ Too many demands on our time which takes time away from working with students. 

❖ Too many meetings 

❖ Too many preps...too little time. 

❖ Too many SSp's to write and to many IEP meetings 

❖ Too many tests for these young students! Benchmarks, Standards Mastery weekly, FSA 

❖ too many tests.....district (pre-post, quarterly benchmarks, mid terms, finals....) stress from students 

❖ Too many useless meetings, trainings, data collection. 

❖ Too much testing 



❖ Trainings that were offered on Saturdays for IDI, I never got my equipment so my Saturdays were a waste of time. 
Now when I get my equipment hopefully in the future... I will need to get retrained from the IDI person at my 
school. I feel bad to waste their time!!!!!! If we take time from our busy schedules to attend on Saturdays, the 
district should be better prepared. I know people that are on the waiting list for IDI next year... they have their IDI 
equipment already. They have not attended the IDI trainings. I did attend and have no equipment. They were very 
clear that if you don't have the trainings, you cannot get the equipment installed. What happened? 
Confused............ 

❖ Trying to balance the ever increasing demands of this job with home life. 

❖ Trying to be a working mom with two little kids who were both sick a lot. Feeling unsupported by my office 
manager when I had to call in last minute and when I ran out of leave but still needed to miss work for my family. 
Society in general doesn't support working moms. Also, we had an attendance "award" for teachers in the first 
semester- where they made a big deal that certain teachers never missed or only missed once or twice- 
insinuating that teachers who missed were less dedicated or not as good at their jobs. This is just wrong, working 
moms, who are home with sick kids are already feeling stressed, overwhelmed and guilty about missing work or 
sending their kids to daycare sick and to have your place of employment indirectly shame you to your fellow 
teachers and students is reprehensible. I am strongly against any attendance award or recognition for adults. 

❖ Trying to fit everything in. 

❖ trying to help her out with the Algebra course. and when it didn't turn out the way she wanted. she didn't even 
offer me the opportunity to go back to what I was teaching. 

❖ trying to keep up with the required amount of grading. As an English teacher it's difficult to grade two assignments 
a week. I was grading eight a week! (2 for Eng Reg, 2 for Writing, 2 for Eng Intensive, and 2 for intensive 
reading). Also, the Read 180 program is time consuming! 

❖ Trying to make up all the hours needed to renew my certification 

❖ Trying to manage cell phone misuse. Each year students become more dependent on their devices and less able 
to manage the social and academic expectations. We are crippling this generation and we are losing so many 
potential minutes a day towards student growth because of cell phones. They need to be checked at the door. 
Teachers so rarely use the devices during the day for academic activities. 

❖ Trying to meet the needs of all the struggling students. 

❖ Trying to motivate student and their parents who just don't seem to care. 

❖ Trying to teach and maintain classroom management with the lack of administrative support. 

❖ Trying to teach the Core classrooms where the lowest 25% are bundled together. We always aimed at analyzing 
our Tier One instructional strategy to get 80% or higher understanding prior to moving on. That can't be done 
when all children are so low. We would be spending so much time on one concept it would ruin our pacing to try 
to accomplish the whole curriculum. It is such a disservice to students and teachers to segregate different groups 
of achievement from each other. It minimizes good teaching strategies like peer mentoring and exposure to good 
peer role modeling and expectation. It isn't a fair solution and isn't no child left behind public education, which is 
what we are. 

❖ Understaffed and extra added responsibilities onto the workload 

❖ Understanding the role of my ESE position as it relates to so many varying disabilities. The range seemed a bit 
unfair for some of the children because some of them needed some much more or so much less. Seems like the 
program needs some revising to help meet all the needs due to how society/parenting expectations are so 
different compared to when the program was initiated. 

❖ unreal expectations from admin 

❖ Voting on At money 

❖ watching a divide among our staff 



❖ Way too many meetings 

❖ Way too many unproductive meetings. 

❖ We had new admin which was 1/2 wonderful and 1/2 frustrating. They did change many things that had previously 
worked at our school and it was frustrating to see them making people spin their wheels for no good reason. 

❖ We struggled with miscommunication. We were down one admin. and people couldn't cut the principal any slack. 
It led to lot of snarkiness that was totally unnecessary. 

❖ We were an A school and we were treated poorly and told we didn't deserve it. The fact that iReady determines 
everything. 

❖ We were not allowed access AT ALL to the copy room, requiring us to have very little leeway in changing or 
modifying lesson plans as the week progressed. 

❖ When my program was short staffed due to no or unqualified substitutes 

❖ when we are asked to do data paperwork.....took me 9 hours to do it because I have very low level kids. The 
camb. teachers took just 1/2 an hour.....spending 9 hours of doing that is a joke.....I just need to know their 
reading level and that is it..... 

❖ Witnessing staff and students dealing with life's tragic moments and adversity in real time challenging me to 
reflect on the value of relationship and the process we call life. 

❖ Working in the same grade level with a male teacher who was arrested for molesting numerous students in and 
out of the school. Staff was told that everything was being handled by CCPS HR. There was an obvious lack of 
communication and assistance for teachers and students who needed (and still need)to cope with and deal with 
this horrific situation. 

❖ working past contract time to be a highly effective teacher 

❖ Working with a principal that is a horrible principal. 

❖ working with administration. 

❖ Working with entitled, lazy students who have demanding parents that believe their child is a genius. 

❖ Working with students 

❖ Working with students who don’t respond to redirections 

❖ Working with team members who struggled with being held accountable. No more favoritism. 

❖ Worst year of my professional career. Placed in room not appropriate to program. Terrible behavior issues school 
wide. 


